
 

 

STIPENDIARY STEWARDS REPORT 
 
MEETING DETAILS: 

Club: Racing Tauranga Date: Wednesday 17 July 2013 
Weather: Fine 
Track: Slow(9) 
Rail: 8 Metres 
Stewards: J Oatham (Chairman), A Coles, W Robinson, P Kinsey 
Typist: P Laboyrie 

 

GENERAL:  
No issues to report. 

 

SUMMARY: 
Swabbing: MANACOR, SHAME ON YOU, IMAGUNAKEPA, GET OUT OF IT, CHILL BILL, WAINUI PRINCE, 

SNAVE, DREAMY JAYDA 
Suspensions: Nil   

Protests: Nil   

Fines: Race 8 K Nicholson CECIL 
$50 [Rule 616(3)]  Presented CECIL to race without notified gear (side winkers) 

Warnings: Race 8 K Leung KEEP ROCKING 
Excessive use of whip [Rule 638(3)(b)] 

Bleeders: Nil   

Horse Actions: Race  5 AFFIRMATIVE – vet cert of fitness required prior to racing next 

Medical Certificates: Nil 

Rider Changes: Race  5 IRENE ALICE – B Hutton for P Turner (unable to claim full allowance) 

Late Scratchings: Race  6 COMMAND – at 9.40 am on vet advice 

 
RACE COMMENTS: 

Race 1 LION RED-MOUNT MAUNGANUI RSA ‘2100’ 

MR ALIGN (D Turner) was slow to begin. 
MANACOR (R Hutchings) was obliged to race three wide without cover until the 1200 metres when it was allowed to 
improve forward and take the lead approaching the 1000 metres. 
OPAHAUS (B Hutton) got its head up when racing ungenerously passing the winning post on the first occasion. 
LIBERTY FIGHTER (C Grylls) over-raced in the middle stages. 
MANACOR lost the off fore plate during the running. 

Race 2 UGL-TE PUKE CITIZENS CLUB 2YO 

COLOMBO EXPRESS (M Cameron) and RESULT MERCHANT (D Hain) both became fractious in their starting stalls and 
jumped away awkwardly. 
BURNT ORANGE (M Du Plessis) was slow to begin. 
RUNNING SCARED (B Hutton) over-raced in the early stages and raced three wide without cover throughout. 
BURNT ORANGE made contact with COLONEL CARRERA (R Hutchings) when attempting to obtain clear running near the 
300 metres and continued to have difficulty obtaining clear running until passing the 250 metres.  BURNT ORANGE then lay 
out when racing greenly. 
SKYLLA (O Bosson) and ROYAL ENCHANTRESS (S Collett) came together just short of the finish. 
COLOMBO EXPRESS returned to the enclosure with blood present in both nostrils.  A subsequent veterinary examination 
found this to be as a result of external trauma to the nasal area.   

Race 3 LION RED-TAURANGA CITIZENS CLUB ‘1200’ 

CHANTILLY ROSE (M Cameron) and SUGGEST GOLD (P Turner) were both slow to begin. 
SWEET MOLLY (S Spratt) and MADISON AVE (M Du Plessis) began awkwardly and came together.  SWEET MOLLY then lay 
in inconveniencing KILMORACK (M McNab).  
C Dell reported that his mount GIDGET THE MIDGET had held its breath. 



 

 

A post-race veterinary examination of PANTANA (O Bosson) which disappointed did not reveal any obvious abnormalities.  
Rider O Bosson was unable to offer any excuses advising that the filly had travelled comfortably enough until placed under 
pressure when it had been unable to quicken.   

Race 4 UGL-OHOPE CHARTERED CLUB ‘1600’ 

GET OUT OF IT (M Cameron) jumped away awkwardly and then was further hampered when runners to either side shifted 
ground.   
THE LINK (M Du Plessis) over-raced in the early and middle stages.   
GET OUT OF IT shifted out under pressure inconveniencing PORT ELIZABETH (B Hutton) near the 50 metres.  M Cameron 
was advised to exercise care.   

Race 5 LION RED-TAURANGA RSA ‘1600’ 

Trainer S Clotworthy opted to replace P Turner who was unable to claim his full allowance, with B Hutton.  P Turner was 
reminded of his obligations when accepting rides.   
AFFIRMATIVE (R Hutchings) and IRENE ALICE (B Hutton) both jumped away awkwardly. 
SIR ELMO (A Jones) was slow to begin, and was further hampered when CHILL BILL (M Cameron) shifted out on jumping 
away. 
CARBONADO (M Du Plessis) over-raced in the early stages.   
SIR ELMO raced wide without cover throughout. 
A post-race veterinary examination of AFFIRMATIVE which was eased down in the final straight found the mare to have a 
suspected hip injury in the left hind leg.  Stable representative Mr G Barlow was advised that a veterinary certificate of 
fitness would be required prior to AFFIRMATIVE racing next.   

Race 6 UGL-CLUB MOUNT MAUNGANUI ‘1200’ 

JUST IDEAL (M Du Plessis), WAINUI PRINCE (O Bosson) and AMBITIOUS PRINCE (N Harris) were all crowded on jumping 
away between LILLY BELLE (B R Jones) which shifted out and DIABLO (M Sweeney) which shifted in, with the worst affected 
being AMBITIOUS PRINCE which lost ground. 
MEAN SLEAK (M Cameron) over-raced in the early and middle stages when racing wide throughout. 
WAINUI PRINCE got its head up when being restrained off the heels of DIABLO approaching the 800 metres dropping back 
onto AMBITIOUS PRINCE which was hampered.   

Race 7 LION RED-WHAKATANE RSA ‘1400’ 

KASHIN GIRL (S Collett) jumped away awkwardly losing ground. 
MANAIA ROSE (M Du Plessis) was hampered leaving the barrier when EDWARD CHEVAL (C Grylls) shifted in. 
NOTHING (T Wenn) over-raced in the early and middle stages.   
WAI NOT (P Turner) returned to the enclosure with blood present in the left nostril, which upon veterinary examination 
was found to be the result of external trauma. 

Race 8 UGL-WAIHI BEACH MEMORIAL RSA ‘1600’ 

Apprentice K Leung (KEEP ROCKING) was incorrectly listed on the NZTR website and all publications as being entitled to 
claim 4 kgs when his correct entitlement is 3 kgs.  Appropriate announcements were made accordingly.   
Trainer K Nicholson was fined $50 under Rule 616(3) after presenting CECIL to race without notified gear, being side 
winkers. 
MR CHEZ (D Johnson) was slow to begin. 
BALLYPIPER (P Turner) shifted in leaving the barriers forcing DREAMY JAYDA (M Cameron) in on to STORM IN (B Hutton) 
placing that runner in restricted room for a short distance. 
ROSIE RULES (A Forbes) raced keenly in the early and middle stages. 
DUNCAN (O Bosson) raced in restricted room rounding the final turn.  When questioned regarding the performance of 
DUNCAN O Bosson advised that the gelding was then caught in the inner part of the track which was very cut up being late 
in the day and was unable to quicken. 
MONKEY ROCK (M McNab) shifted out under pressure early in the final straight making contact with DREAMY JAYDA near 
the 250 metres. 
ALPHABET STREET raced greenly under pressure in the final straight with rider R Hutchings dropping the left rein passing 
the 200 metres. 
K Leung (KEEP ROCKING) was issued with a warning for his whip use in the final straight. 

 


